Military Aircraft Markings Update Number 174, November 2019.

Serial   Type (other identity) [code]   Owner/operator, location or fate
B5777   Socotria F.1 Camel C< > (D3419/BAPC.59) [W]   Montrose Air Station Heritage Centre
B7320   Socotria F.1 Camel C< > (D3419/B5777/BAPC.59) [P]   RAF BBMF, Coningsby
P7350   VS329 Spitfire IIA (G-ANLJ) [IK-3]   Privately owned, Brasschaat, Belgium
K2321   Hawker Hurricane IV (G-HURY/OO-HUR)   RAF Museum, Cosford
P6651   VS390 Spitfire PR XIX (7758M) [X]   RAF Museum, Cosford
P2865   Hawker Hurricane IIc (G-AMAU) [EG-S]   Thorpe Camp Visitors Centre, Lincs
RF398   Avro 694 Lincoln B II (8376M) [398]   RAF Deford Museum, Croome Park
RT520   Auster 5 (G-ALYB)   South Wales Aviation Museum, St Athan
WD686   Gloster Meteor NF11   Yorkshire Air Museum, Elvington
WL405   Gloster Meteor T7 <ff>   RAF Air Defence Radar Museum, Neatishead
XN589   Hunting Jet Provost T3A (9143M) [46]   Newark Air Museum, Winthorpe
XN795   EE Lightning F2A <ff>   Privately owned, Scunthorpe
XN964   HS Buccaneer S1 (630/1M)   RAF Air Defence Radar Museum, Neatishead
XR246   Auster AOP9 (7862M/G-AZBU)   Privately owned, Wallingford, Oxon
XS421   BAC Lightning T5 <ff>   Privately owned, stored Deighton, N Yorks
WX225   FS Puma HC1   RAF AMRO, stored Valley
WX899   GS Gazelle AH1 [Z]   RAF AMRO, Valley
XX189   HS Hawk T1A [CR]   RAF AMRO, Valley
XX200   HS Hawk T1A [CO]   RAF AMRO, Valley
XX221   HS Hawk T1A [CO]   RAF AMRO, Valley
XX237   HS Hawk T1   Privately owned, St Athan
XX280   HS Hawk T1A [280]   RAF AMRO, Valley
XX317   HS Hawk T1A [CO]   RAF No 100 Sqn, Leeming
XX348   HS Hawk T1A [CO]   RAF AMRO, Valley
XX499   SA Jetstream T1 [G]   Privately owned, Wainfleet, Lincs
XX818   SEPECAT Jaguar GR1 (8945M) [DE]   RAF Waddington Fire Section
XZ213   WS Gazelle AH1 <ff>   Rebuilt as ZA731
XZ234   WS Gazelle AH1   MoD/StandardAero, stored Fleetlands
XZ340   WS Gazelle AH1   MoD/StandardAero, Fleetlands
XZ361   SEPECAT Jaguar GR3 [FT]   Sold to Estonia, October 2019
2A707   B-V Chinook HC6A (N37040)   RAF No 18 Sqn, Odiham
2A712   B-V Chinook HC6A (N37047)   RAF No 28 Sqn, Benson
2A731   WS Gazelle AH1 (comp X2313)   Privately owned, Durham
2A772   WS Gazelle AH1   MoD/StandardAero, stored Fleetlands
2E532   Grob G103 Viking T1 (BGA3022) [VU]   RAF No 622 VGS, Upavon
2E560   Grob G103 Viking T1 (BGA3035) [WH]   RAF/Serco GMS, Syerston
2E590   Grob G103 Viking T1 (BGA3046) [WT]   RAF/Serco GMS, Syerston
2E595   Grob G103 Viking T1 (BGA3051) [WY]   RAF No 645 VGS, Topcliffe
2E602   Grob G103 Viking T1 (BGA3054) [XB]   RAF No 632 VGS, Ternhill
2E652   Grob G103 Viking T1 (BGA3074) [XW]   RAF No 661 VGS, Kirknewton
2F135   Shorts Tucano T1 [135]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F139   Shorts Tucano T1 [139]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F140   Shorts Tucano T1 [140]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F142   Shorts Tucano T1 [142]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F145   Shorts Tucano T1 [145]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F171   Shorts Tucano T1 [171]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F172   Shorts Tucano T1 [172]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F205   Shorts Tucano T1 [205]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F239   Shorts Tucano T1 [239]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F243   Shorts Tucano T1 [243]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F264   Shorts Tucano T1 [264]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F269   Shorts Tucano T1 [269]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F287   Shorts Tucano T1 [287]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F291   Shorts Tucano T1 [291]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F293   Shorts Tucano T1 [293]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F317   Shorts Tucano T1 [317]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F342   Shorts Tucano T1 [342]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F343   Shorts Tucano T1 [343]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F347   Shorts Tucano T1 [347]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
2F348   Shorts Tucano T1 [348]   RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
ZF374 Shorts Tucano T1 [374] RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
ZF407 Shorts Tucano T1 [407] RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
ZF417 Shorts Tucano T1 [417] RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
ZF448 Shorts Tucano T1 [448] $ RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
ZF485 Shorts Tucano T1 (G-BULU) [485] RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
ZF491 Shorts Tucano T1 [491] RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
ZF512 Shorts Tucano T1 [512] RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
ZF515 Shorts Tucano T1 [515] RAF Linton-on-Ouse (wfu)
ZF563 ZK550 Lynx HMA8SRU [312/VL] Privately owned, Goodwood
ZH271 ZM149 EMBraer EMB-500 Phenom T1 (C-F2VM) RAF No 5 Sqn, Waddington
ZH839 ZK101 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [947] RAF No 9 Sqn, Lossiemouth
ZH841 ZK131 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [311] RAF No 6 Sqn, Lossiemouth
ZH895 ZK321 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [321] RAF TMF, Coningsby
ZH900 ZK324 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [324] RAF No 9 Sqn, Lossiemouth
ZH901 ZK329 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [329] RAF No 9 Sqn, Lossiemouth
ZH903 ZK330 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [330] RAF No 9 Sqn, Lossiemouth
ZJ691 ZK333 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [333] RAF No 1 Sqn, Lossiemouth
ZJ947 ZK334 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [334] RAF No 1 Sqn, Lossiemouth
ZK355 ZK337 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [337] RAF No 1 Sqn, Lossiemouth
ZK360 ZK342 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [342] RAF No 3 Sqn, Coningsby
ZK343 ZK344 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [344] RAF No 1 Sqn, Lossiemouth
ZK345 ZK346 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [345] RAF No 3 Sqn, Coningsby
ZK347 ZK348 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [347] RAF No 12 Sqn, Coningsby
ZK349 ZK353 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [349] RAF No 1 Sqn, Lossiemouth
ZK354 ZK355 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [353] RAF No 3 Sqn, Coningsby
ZK360 ZK364 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [360] RAF No 3 Sqn, Coningsby
ZK365 ZK425 Eurofighter Typhoon FGR4 [425] RAF No 3 Sqn, Coningsby
ZK437 ZK550 Boeing Chinook HC6 (N701UK) MoD/StandardAero, Fleetlands
ZM135 ZK807 Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning II (168315) [001] RAF No 17 Sqn, Edwards AFB, California
ZM136 ZK808 Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning II (168316) [002] RAF No 17 Sqn, Edwards AFB, California
ZM137 ZK809 Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning II (169170) [004] RAF No 17 Sqn, Edwards AFB, California
ZM144 ZK810 Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning II (169418) [010] RAF No 207 Sqn/No 617 Sqn, Marham
ZM145 ZK811 Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning II (169419) [011] RAF No 207 Sqn/No 617 Sqn, Marham
ZM146 ZK812 Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning II (169420) [012] RAF No 207 Sqn/No 617 Sqn, Marham
ZM148 ZK813 Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning II (169422) [014] RAF No 207 Sqn/No 617 Sqn, Marham
ZM149 ZK814 Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning II (169596) [015] RAF No 207 Sqn/No 617 Sqn, Marham
ZM151 ZK815 Lockheed Martin F-35B Lightning II (169598) [017] RAF No 207 Sqn/No 617 Sqn, Marham
ZM306 ZK816 Grob G120TP-A Prefect T1 (C-GJZJ) Affinity/RAF No 3 PTS/No 57 Sqn, Cranwell
ZM307 ZK817 Grob G120TP-A Prefect T1 (C-GJZI) Affinity/RAF No 3 PTS/No 57 Sqn, Barkston Heath
ZM309 ZK818 Grob G120TP-A Prefect T1 (G-CCKO) Affinity/RAF No 3 PTS/No 57 Sqn, Barkston Heath
ZM311 ZK819 Grob G120TP-A Prefect T1 (G-CKIA) Affinity/RAF No 3 PTS/No 57 Sqn, Barkston Heath
ZM313 ZK820 Grob G120TP-A Prefect T1 (G-CCKC) Affinity/RAF No 3 PTS/No 57 Sqn, Cranwell
ZM317 ZK821 Grob G120TP-A Prefect T1 (G-CCKD) Affinity/RAF No 3 PTS/No 57 Sqn, Cranwell
ZM320 ZK822 Grob G120TP-A Prefect T1 (G-CCKP) $ Affinity/RAF No 3 PTS/No 57 Sqn, Cranwell
ZM356 ZK823 Embraer EMB-500 Phenom T1 (PR-LTP/G-CKCU) Affinity/RAF No 3 PTS/No 45 Sqn, Cranwell
ZM400 ZM405 Airbus A400M Atlas C1 (A400D15/EC-405) RAF No 24 Sqn/No 70 Sqn, Brize Norton
ZM408 Airbus A400M Atlas C1 (A40024) RAF No 24 Sqn/No 70 Sqn, Brize Norton
Z3332 Airbus A330 Voyager KC3 (MRTT019/EC-330/G-YVGC) RAF No 1312 Fitt, Mount Pleasant, FI
Z3334 Airbus A330 Voyager KC3 (MRTT016/EC-335/G-YVE) RAF No 10 Sqn/No 101 Sqn, Brize Norton
Z3777 AgustaWestland AW159 Wildcat HMA2 RN No 825 NAS, Yeovilton
Z3899 AgustaWestland AW159 Wildcat AH1 MoD/Leonardo Mk, Yeovil
Notes:
1. On 25 October the RAF flew its last Tucano sorties with ten aircraft (ZF135, ZF139, ZF140, ZF142, ZF171, ZF269, ZF317, ZF342, ZF343 and ZF417) taking to the sky for one last time. Local rumours suggest that most, if not all, have been sold abroad. On 31 October Jet Provost XN589, which had been on the gate at Linton-on-Ouse, was transported to Elvington.
2. Several more F-35B Lightning IIs have now appeared wearing codes in the new sequential sequence.
3. Phenom T1 ZM336 has returned to service after repairs from its collision some months ago.
4. Poseidon MRA1 ZP801 was handed over to the RAF on 29 October 2019 and was expected to be ferried by a crew from 54 Squadron to Jacksonville, where 120 Squadron will work up on the type before it enters service.
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